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Executive Summary
Plastic, which is made from fossil fuels, causes negative health and
environmental impacts throughout its whole lifecycle from extraction, production, use,
and disposal, harming communities and contributing to the climate crisis. Despite
overwhelming evidence that plastic threatens the realization of human rights,
governments subsidize the plastic industry (Orellana, 2021). The impacts of the plastic
crisis disproportionately are in areas where plastic production or disposal occurs. Plastic
production facilities are more likely to be in low-income communities and communities
of color, further harming already marginalized communities (Calil et al., 2021).
This research uses a mixed-method approach rooted in environmental justice
(EJ) principles to determine how much U.S. States subsidize the plastic industry and
how communities in those States frame those subsidies. Environmental justice
incorporates procedural justice, which centers on the right of stakeholders to participate
in decision-making, and distributive justice, which focuses on the inequitable
distribution of harm (Calil et al., 2021). First, a quantitative assessment of how much
states subsidized the plastic industry from 2016 to 2021 is done, relying on Good Jobs
First Subsidy Tracker. Because plastic is made from fossil fuels, the plastic and fossil
fuel industries are increasingly integrated (Center for International Environmental Law,
2017). The plastic industry is defined by The Minderoo Foundation’s (2021) Top 100
Plastic Polymer Producers and the “America’s Plastic Makers”(2021) group.
Then, a collective action frame analysis is implemented in two US states
(Louisiana and Pennsylvania) as case studies to allow deeper insights into the Break
Free From Plastic movement, part of the broad environmental health and climate
movements. This method enables qualitative analysis of how communities frame the
plastic industry subsidies. Six interviews in Louisiana, eight interviews in Pennsylvania,
and two interviews with a national perspective, inform three broad diagnostic frames
enabling the plastic subsidies: 1) corruption and lobbying, 2) economic fearmongering,
3) misinformation and a lack of public awareness. This research ends with descriptive
findings of how interviewees would rather allocate subsidies, incorporating procedural
justice and emphasizing the importance of community participation in economic policy
processes. Ultimately, further research is needed on plastic industry subsidies. State
legislators need to enact processes that 1) enable procedural justice to ensure decisions
are made with community input and 2) ensure distributive justice to redress the health
and environmental toxins to communities on the frontlines of the plastic crisis.
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1. Introduction:
“Humans are eating, drinking and breathing plastics,” as Marcos Orellana,
United Nations (UN) Special Rapporteur on the implications for human rights of the
environmentally sound management and disposal of hazardous substances and waste,
opened his 2021 report on the impact of plastic on human rights. Plastic, 99% of which
is made directly from fossil fuels, has short and long-term implications for human
health, biological and ecological wellbeing, and the climate crisis (Center for
International Environmental Law, 2017).
A 2019 World Wildlife Fund report found that an average human eats the
equivalent of a credit card, five grams, of plastic per week – predominantly through
microplastics (Dalberg Advisors et al., 2019). However, microplastics do not
decompose. They do not conform to any predictable known life cycle, instead,
accumulate and function as endocrine disruptors, causing cancer, cardiovascular
diseases, diabetes, autoimmune conditions, neurodegenerative diseases, and strokes
(Azoulay et al., 2019; Liboiron, 2012).
These health impacts are not uniformly distributed. Those living within close
vicinity to petrochemical plants, which make plastic, “are at increased risk for nerve,
brain, and liver damage, hormonal disorders, birth defects, asthma, ulcers, and cancer,”
among other health outcomes. (Persico et al., 2021, p.49). Over 170 fracking chemicals
used to produce plastic feedstocks contribute to these adverse health outcomes, related
to neurotoxicity, reproductive and developmental toxicity (Azoulay et al., 2019, p.1).
Plastic petrochemical production facilities are more likely to be in low-income
communities and communities of color, disproportionately impacting communities that
are already marginalized (Calil et al., 2021). Younes et al.(2021) found that census
tracts where “the majority of residents are people of color experience about 40% more
cancer-causing industrial air pollution on average than tracts where the residents are
mostly white.” Many of the census tracts with the highest degree of cancer-causing air
pollution are in Louisiana and Texas, where plastic is produced alongside fossil fuel
extraction (Younes et al., 2021).
The plastic industry is also a key driver of the climate crisis given its
production, consumption, and disposal are major sources of greenhouse gas(GHG)
emissions(Gardiner, 2019). GHG emissions from the plastic lifecycle –from production
to disposal – could reach 10 to 13 percent of the entire remaining carbon budget to
reach the Paris Agreement goals (Orellana, 2021).
2

At the end of the plastic lifecycle, managing plastic waste falls on the people and
places least responsible for its production (Owens & Conlon, 2021). Historically, the
plastic industry has relied on the myth of recycling to address concerns about single-use
plastics. However, only nine percent of all plastics produced globally are recycled in a
plastic-to-plastic process (Orellana, 2021). Wealthier predominantly Global North
countries ship waste, predominantly plastic, to Global South countries. The creation and
maintenance of an unsustainable and harmful global waste trade describes the concept
of waste colonialism (Liboiron, 2018). Most countries importing waste do not have the
infrastructure to manage it, resulting in plastic waste that is burned openly, releasing
toxic emissions, damaging local communities’ health, or discarded in oceans or landfills
(Vallette et al., 2021).
Despite these impacts, plastic is “rarely mentioned when climate change policy
is debated in Washington or when leaders gather at international forums such as the UN
Climate Change Conference (COP26) in Glasgow, Scotland”(Vallette et al., 2021, p.4).
Even more troubling, many governments incentivize the plastic industry through
subsidies. While the phrase “wicked problems” may be overused, the plastic crisis
qualifies (Liboiron, 2012). Wicked problems are complex, with no definite solution as
often even the scope of the problem is contested (Head, 2008)
To address this wicked problem, this research utilizes an environmental justice
(EJ) framework. One tenet of environmental justice is that no community should face
disproportionate exposure to environmental toxins. This unjust exposure is seen acutely
when examining the plastic crisis as communities living near production facilities and in
countries facing the consequences of waste colonialism face this crisis
disproportionately.
This research asks to what extent U.S. States subsidize the plastic industry,
incentivizing its success despite the immense justice and climate problems for which the
industry is responsible. This research focuses on interviews with residents in two States
to articulate how they understand subsidies going to the industry and determine what
economic priorities they have. The role of the plastic industry is difficult to examine in
isolation, given the vertical integration between plastic petrochemical companies and
traditional fossil fuel companies. Nuanced data on the plastic industry can contribute to
an informed understanding of the plastic crisis and can serve as one potential approach
to finding mechanisms to address this wicked problem.
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2. Literature Review: Plastic, Petrochemicals, & Fossil Fuel
Subsidies
2.1 History of Plastic and Plastic Production
Plastic was created early in the 20th century and used throughout World War II,
with US plastic production tripling from 1940 to 1945(Meikle, 1995). Deemed a
miracle product for its lightweight, strength, durability, and cheapness, many plastic
products enter the waste stream immediately after use. With plastic so ingrained into
daily life, it is hard to remember that plastic is barely over 100 years old and that the
implications of this material contribute to the climate crisis, toxic air, and water
pollution, threatening human and ecological health.
Plastic is made from petrochemicals, fossil fuels like oil and natural gas that are
chemically processed. Despite the omnipresence of plastic, most people do not know
plastic comes from the products of oil extraction and refining, like naphtha, or fracking
processes that result in natural gas liquids or ethane. These inputs are hard to transport
so plastic production facilities are located near fossil fuel extraction sites. “Because of
the need to co-locate fossil fuel and plastic production, there is a high degree of vertical
integration between the industries; major oil and gas producers own plastics companies,
and major plastics producers own oil and gas companies. DowDuPont, ExxonMobil,
Shell, Chevron, and BP are all integrated companies.” (CIEL, 2017). Dow,
ExxonMobil, Shell, and Chevron, are in the top 100 global plastic producing
companies(The Minderoo Foundation, 2021).
Communities near extraction and production sites are disproportionately
impacted by the plastic crisis but plastics know no geopolitical or ecological borders.
Orellana (2021) takes a “cradle-to-grave” approach in his analysis of plastic on human
rights. He concludes that plastic impedes many, if not all, of the 17 UN Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) from Goals 3 and 6 focused on good health and water
access respectively to Goal 11 on sustainable communities and Goal 14 centered on
marine wellbeing (Calil et al., 2021; Conlon, 2021; Orellana, 2021; Telesetsky, 2021).
However, plastic is still not regulated comprehensively.

2.2 Plastic Governance: From 1980s to 2022
By the 1980s, it was clear that international coordination was needed for waste
management. In 1989, UN Member-States developed the Basel Convention on the
Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes. The Basel Convention
4

tries to regulate the transportation of wastes from one country to another, aiming to
prevent the mismanagement and illegal dumping of toxic wastes. Domestic
implementation of Basel is lacking (Kirby, 1994). Unfortunately, the Basel Convention
focuses on the downstream implications of plastic production (waste management)
rather than mitigating upstream waste production in the first place.
The Basel Convention, the Stockholm Convention (which addresses Persistent
Organic Pollutants), and the Rotterdam Convention (which focuses on hazardous
materials) are three multilateral environmental agreements focused on protecting the
globe from the consequences of waste and chemical exposure. Attempts at international
plastic governance, tackling both downstream waste management and upstream
production have fallen short, as these treaties do not comprehensively address the
plastic crisis (Owens & Conlon, 2021).
At the end of his report to the UN, Orellana (2021) urges countries to adopt
comprehensive international legislation and specifically asks them to phase out
subsidies for fossil fuel extraction and plastic production. UN Member States listened to
the first request and in March 2022, 175 nations endorsed a historic resolution to
negotiate an international legally binding agreement on the full lifecycle of plastic by
2024 (United Nations Environment Programme, 2022). This comes after years of civil
society advocacy, including a December 2021 letter signed by over 700 groups from
113 countries calling to establish a legally binding global plastics treaty (CIEL, 2021).
International negotiations will take place over the next two years, but any
international plastics treaty also needs domestic implementation to address the plastic
crisis effectively and needs to phrase out subsidies. While the United States was one of
the first signatories of the Basel Convention in 1990, the U.S. did not implement the
treaty with domestic legislation, leaving the U.S. out of the treaty regime (Kirby, 1994).
In 1976, the U.S. passed the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) which
gave the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) the authority to develop policies
regarding municipal waste (Yang & Fulton, 2017). Individual states implement these
policies independently without much federal monitoring(Casto, 2021). This indicates
that in the U.S., State-level actions have immense potential to impact the upstream and
downstream aspects of plastic as they also allocate subsidies to the industry.

2.3 The Role of Plastic in Subsidies and Fossil Fuel Subsidies
Persico and Altenburg (2021) define types of public subsidies: forgone
government revenue (tax abatements), direct cash transfer of government funds (grants,
5

often for job creation), price supports, and transfer of risk measures (like debt
restructuring, credit support, or assumption of liabilities). The goal of subsidies differs.
“At their best, subsidies may create jobs or reduce economic burdens for low-income
residents. At their worst, they flow directly to profit…while stripping government of its
ability to serve the public.”(Persico & Altenburg, 2021, p.6).
Globally, every level of government distributes “ecologically perverse
subsidies” to industries that contradict their climate policy goals (Hershkowitz, 2002,
p.79). Hershkowitz (2002) argues that to reshape industrial practices, corporations must
be directly influenced. Subsidies are one of the mechanisms the public sector has to
influence industry. Koplow & Lin (2012)in their examination of subsidies to the fossil
fuel industry, note that thousands of subsidies at the local, state, regional, and national
levels are untracked comprehensively, nor examined with each other. Due to the volume
and diversity of types of subsidies, and reporting variation, quantification is nearly
impossible. It is difficult to examine how subsidies skew production and associated
greenhouse gas emissions (Koplow & Lin, 2012).
Generally, research on fossil fuel subsidies has been growing. In 2010, the
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) began a multicountry inventory of fossil fuel supports to attempt a global landscape analysis and
promote fossil fuel subsidy reform. Coady et al.(2019) estimate that the industry
received $5.2 trillion dollars in subsidies globally in 2017, despite the 2015 Paris
Agreement goals to reduce GHG emissions which these subsidies undermine. Redman
et al. (2017) suggest these subsidies are a “negative carbon price,” instead of making
emitting GHG more costly (as a carbon price would), these subsidies incentivize
companies to release more GHG emissions by encouraging fossil fuel, and plastic
petrochemical production. While there is some state-level data on fossil fuel subsidies –
including the OECD’s Inventory of Estimated Budgetary Support and Tax Expenditures
for Fossil Fuels 2013 which includes 10 of 50 US States – sub-national subsidy
information on the fossil fuel industry is limited. According to the Environmental and
Energy Study Institute, conservative estimates indicate the US subsidizes fossil fuels by
$20 billion per year (Coleman & Dietz, 2019).
Assessing urban sustainability projects, Agyeman and Evans (2003) conclude
that until government subsidies encouraging unsustainable activities stop, and negative
environmental and social externalities are internalized, climate policy goals will not be
achieved. They argue the economy must be a tool to achieve climate policy, instead of
an opponent to such goals.
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Taken together, these subsidies impact the transition (or lack thereof) to
renewable energy, but these subsidies also contribute to the plastic issue because of the
vertical integration of oil, petrochemical, and plastic companies. Telesetsky (2021)
points out the dichotomy that even though “the fossil fuel industry is already under
scrutiny for its contributions to greenhouse warming,…society places less attention on
how maintaining its status quo enables the continued expansion of the plastic
industry.”(p. 69). This project focuses on State-allocated subsidies because less
attention has been paid to sub-national data, but those subsidies incentivize the plastic,
and petrochemical industry just as federal subsidies do. Further, US States derive 70 %
of their revenues from their taxes and fees (Gordon, 2012). While States use their
revenue to fund education, healthcare, and infrastructure, these subsidies (as tax
abatements or grants) shift needed resources away from constituents and toward
corporations who produce unjust conditions.

3. Theoretical Background: Environmental Justice and Collective
Action Framing as Social Movement Theory
Before examining State subsidies to the plastic industry, it is important to
understand the theoretical background of environmental justice( EJ) and collective
action framework, part of social movement theory, which this research uses to
understand how communities frame these subsidies.

3.1 Origins of Environmental Justice as a Social Movement
The EJ movement began when low-income & people of color mobilized and
began advocating against the health problems they experienced from toxic facilities in
their neighborhoods and from political disenfranchisement and exclusion (Corburn,
2017). One of the first examples of EJ mobilization occurred when communities
advocated against the placement of a hazardous waste landfill in Warren County, North
Carolina, which had the largest Black population in the state in the late 1970s and 1980s
(McGurty, 2010; Mohai et al., 2009).
In 1987, the United Church of Christ (UCC) published a landmark report ‘Toxic
Wastes and Race in the United States,’ that found race to be the strongest variable in
predicting where hazardous waste facilities were in the US. Two components are key to
environmental justice: procedural justice and distributive justice. Distributive justice
focuses on the inequitable distribution of environmental burdens while procedural
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justice centers the inequity of political participation and centers the right of all peoples
to participate in the decision-making processes(Calil et al., 2021; Holifield, 2001).
Intersectional social movements, across race and class identities, advocating for
healthy, toxic-free environments, predates the term EJ itself. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
went to Memphis in 1968 on an environmental and economic justice mission to stand
with striking Black garbage workers (Bullard & Johnson, 2000). Access to a healthy
environment and toxic-free jobs is not a new demand. The EJ movement is the
continuation of a historical legacy working towards a world in which human rights are
realized.
In 1991, organizers hosted the First National People of Color Environmental
Leadership Summit in Washington DC where delegates adopted seventeen principles of
environmental justice. In 1996, the Southwest Network for Environmental and
Economic Justice met in Jemez, New Mexico and published the Jemez Principles for
Democratic Organizing. These two documents, both in the appendix, are guiding
principles for the broad environmental justice movement (McGurty, 2010).
While the EJ movement was initially focused on local sites of hazardous waste
in the US, it is now a transnational movement. No singular “institutional practice, toxic
agent, or measure of deprivation” can characterize environmental injustices; instead,
Corburn (2017) calls for a holistic assessment of characteristics that contribute to EJ,
including “the presence or absence of affordable housing, access to healthy food,
employment opportunities, safety, quality education, public transportation,
opportunities for social connections, & political and cultural expression” (p. 63).
Murphy (2019) coined the term, environmental data justice (EDJ), emphasizing
public access to information and transparency(Vera et. al 2019). While the term EDJ
was not used in 1987, the 1987 UCC report explicitly acknowledged data access as a
form of protest, a research methodology, and a key component of EJ. While the UCC
authors acknowledged this was a “departure from [their] traditional protest
methodology,” they prefaced their report with their belief that mobilization to address
environmental injustices would depend “on the availability of timely and reliable
information,” (UCC 1987, x). Without information on permits or subsidy allocations
(including who makes decisions, when, and what their potential impacts are) how can
any community participate in a decision-making process? In the organizational justice
literature, this may be called informational (in)justice, which contributes to the
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procedural and distributive injustices (Ambrose, 2002). Figure 1 expands on the
chronological history of the EJ movement and dates mentioned.

3.2 Environmental Justice as Policymaking
The EJ principles agreed upon by the National People of Color Environmental
Leadership Summit (1991), demand that public policy be based “justice for all peoples,
free from any form of discrimination or bias” and that stakeholders have a right to
participate “at every level of decision-making.” While the movement started reactively
against hazardous waste facilities, EJ advocates also started advocating for pollution
prevention policies and expanding from local campaigns to larger demands to combat
environmental injustices (McGurty, 2010).
In 1994, President Clinton issued Executive Order 12898 which required all
federal agencies to incorporate environmental justice, mainstreaming the phrase
environmental justice in policymaking (Holifield, 2001; Mohai et al., 2009). While EJ
hypothetically was integrated into federal policy after that, results varied. Today,
rhetoric and actions vary as well. President Biden established the first White House
Environmental Justice Advisory Committee while his administration is also approving
oil drilling permits at a faster rate than his two predecessors, a decision EJ advocates are
against (McKinnon, 2021). Mohai et. al (2009) delineates that EJ as a policymaking
9

framework can be difficult because it is not immediately obvious what to do after an
injustice has been documented. To incorporate EJ, policymakers must address past
distributive and procedural injustices. However, they also must build processes to
ensure communities can participate in decision-making processes (Corburn, 2017).
EJ as a policymaking methodology is intersectional, with implications on land
use, natural resources, air and water regulation, housing, healthcare, industrial
development, and more. Notable to this research, EJ can be incorporated into economic
policy and budget decisions at all levels of governance. Berry (2003) argues that EJ is
about the restructuring of power, and decreasing government and corporate control.
This includes evolving discussions about how the economy should be managed, who
makes decisions regarding environmental harm, and how communities, corporations,
and governments engage with each other. Decisions about how to allocate public
funding are central to this discourse.

3.3 Collective Action Framing
This research contributes to collective action framework, a component of social
movement theory while also contributing to EJ policymaking and community-led
economic development literature. Social movement theory often focuses on resource
mobilization theories or political opportunity and political process models. Political
process models emphasize “favorable political opportunities such as the overall political
climate, the stability of political alignments, economic change, the existence of other
social movements, and the presence of allies among sympathetic political parties and
government agencies” whereas resource mobilization theories tend to focus on an
economic cost/benefit model of participation (Brown & Ferguson, 1995, 166). Benford
and Snow (2000) argue that collective action framing is as essential to social movement
theory as resource mobilization or political opportunity processes.
Collective action framing articulates a “shared understanding of some
problematic condition or situation they define as in need of change, make attributions
regarding who or what is to blame, articulate an alternative set of arrangements, and
urge others to act in concert to affect change”(Benford & Snow, 2000, p.615). Three
distinct framing processes make up the movement frame: the diagnostic, prognostic, and
motivational. Diagnostic framing serves to diagnose the problem and assign blame.
Prognostic framing articulates solutions to the problem, and outlines strategies and
targets for action. Thirdly, motivational framing is used to engage and catalyze the
broader public that may not be familiar with a given movement.
10

Lubitow (2013) applies Benford & Snow’s (2000) work to examine the
collective action framing of the campaign against BPA, part of the broader
environmental health movement and Brown and Ferguson (1995) apply collective frame
analysis to examine the role of gender in the toxic waste activism movement. While
these movements overlap with the Break Free From Plastic movement, their framing
differs. “Just because a particular SMO develops a primary frame that contributes to
successful mobilization does not mean that that frame would have similar utility for
other movements” or organizations (Benford & Snow, 2000, p.619). Collective action
framework is used in this research to understand how EJ advocates in the Break Free
From Plastic Movement interpret the intersections of plastic industry and government
through subsidy allocations.
The broad diagnostic problem is clear (the plastic lifecycle is causing global
crises), but the nuanced diagnostic frame is less clear: why sub-national governments
continue to subsidize the industry and the dynamics that enable continued procedural
and distributive injustices.

4. Methodology
This project asks to what extent US States support the plastic industry and how
US environmental justice advocates frame those subsidies. Then, how do those
community members want to use that public funding differently? This research uses a
mixed-method approach rooted in EDJ to assess state subsidies to the plastic industry.
Corburn (2017) states that an EJ methodology’s normative themes are anti-reductionist,
anti-deterministic, and anti-positivist; thus, analyzing the quantitative research is
informed by community-based interviews.

41. Methodology: Quantitative Budget Analysis
First, to determine to what extent U.S. States are subsidizing the plastic industry,
it is important to determine what “counts” as a plastic company. Due to the vertical
integration of fossil fuel extraction and plastic, this could be answered in different ways.
The Minderoo Foundation (2021) lists the largest one hundred global plastic
corporations responsible for 90% of all single-use plastic waste globally in their Top
100 Polymer Producer report. In addition to this list, the American Chemistry Council’s
America’s Plastic Makers initiative lists 17 companies as “Partners.” These two lists are
combined to delineate the plastic industry. After accounting for overlap in these lists
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(seven companies appear on both lists), 110 plastic companies are in the scope of this
research. Both lists are in the appendix.
To further constrain the scope, only subsidies from 2016 to 2021 are
considered. To standardize data collection, subsidies are determined using Good Jobs
First’s Subsidy Tracker(2022) database, which qualifies a subsidy as a cash transfer and
tax abatements. Good Jobs First is a non-profit organization that works to promote
corporate and government accountability (About Us | Good Jobs First, n.d.). One
practical reason this research examines sub-national subsidies is that state budgets must
balance. Most states (48 out of the 50) have some type of “balanced budget
requirements” that is constitutional or statutory prohibiting states from spending more
than they collect in revenue (Tax Policy Center, 2020). This contrasts with the federal
government which has no such balanced budget requirements and can choose what to
prioritize, adding on to federal debt if needed. Thus, state funds used to subsidize the
plastic industry are resources that could go to their constituents instead. One limitation
is that information on state subsidies is likely incomplete due to a severe lack of
disclosure and transparency.
A preliminary subsidy collection is done for each of the 110 companies.
Historically, 34 out of the 110 plastic companies have received funding from U.S.
States. Within the five years (2016-2021), 20 states had given subsidies to 24
companies in the plastic industry.

4.2 Methodology: Case Study Selection & Inductive Qualitative Interviews
Out of these 20 states that gave funding to the plastic industry in the five-year
window, two states: Pennsylvania and Louisiana are case studies here. Pennsylvania
(PA) and Louisiana(LA) were chosen because these States represent geographic and
political diversity and have different histories of plastic industrial development.
Louisiana, considered a reliably Republican state in federal politics, is on the Gulf Coast
of the United States while Pennsylvania, an electoral “swing-state,” is in Appalachia, in
the Northeastern region of the country. The petrochemical industry has been operating
within the Gulf Coast since the early 20th century, with the first Louisiana oil well in
1901(LA Department of Natural Resources, n.d.). Louisiana has been the center of
petrochemical development since the 1970s with the moniker “Cancer Alley.” Reports
estimate that the State has “some of the most dangerous air in America”(Baurick et al.,
2019). Simultaneously, LA communities are leading fights against the development and
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expansion of petrochemical facilities locally and nationally – and have been for the past
forty years (Lerner, 2004).
In contrast, the plastic industry has a much more recent history in Appalachia.
The fracking industry began to expand in the Marcellus Shale, which covers
Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, Maryland, Tennessee, Virginia, and Kentucky in
the 2000s (American Petroleum Institute, n.d.; Center for Coalfield Justice, n.d.).
Petrochemical plastic production has developed since. Given these differences, these
two States were chosen because they are both typical of the plastic industry, and yet
influential, and diverse cases.
After researching each State’s plastic industry subsidies, the second part of this
project asked interviewees in each State how they understand these subsidies and how
they would rather use this funding. This inductive semi-structured interview approach
articulates a vision of community-led sustainable economic development. Initially,
interviewees were contacted through the Break Free From Plastic movement, then
interviewees were found through snowball sampling. Interview findings are
corroborated and supported through secondary sources, including newspapers and press
releases from plastic companies and elected officials. Break Free From Plastic is a
global movement of more than 2,000 organizations envisioning a future free from
plastic pollution. Globally, the movement’s common goal is to “Bring systemic change
through a holistic approach tackling plastic pollution across the whole plastics value
chain” through the shared principles of environmental justice, social justice, public
health, and human rights (Who We Are | Break Free From Plastic, n.d.). All participants
were asked for their verbal consent before the interview recording occurred. Interviews
occurred in 2022 and were transcribed and coded. Some interviewees request
anonymization, while others want attribution, illuminating the sensitivity and potential
controversy of this topic. Eight interviews in Pennsylvania, six interviews in Louisiana,
and two interviews from individuals that provided a national perspective, make up the
qualitative component of this research.

5. Findings Part One: Budgetary Analysis of Plastic Subsidies
The findings of this mixed-method research are divided into three parts. Part
One shares the quantitative budget analysis of Louisiana and Pennsylvania’s plastic
industry subsidies. Louisiana gave $2,036,109,168.00, over two billion dollars, and
Pennsylvania gave at least $11,056,233.00 dollars – 11 million dollars in grants and
over ~1.65 billion dollars of tax abatements to plastic producers. Collectively, that is
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over three billion dollars that could be spent on education, healthcare, or other public
services that LA and PA residents need. Unfortunately, according to Tarczynska et
al.(2022), both Pennsylvania and Louisiana have regressed in transparency and
disclosure metrics since 2014, which is a limitation in the data’s accuracy. The state
subsidy landscape differs in each State but collectively, the lack of transparency is a
procedural injustice. Historically, community members were taken for granted by
corporations, to be dealt with through public relations or community outreach after
decisions are made (Berry, 2003). This has changed as communities can “delay, deny,
or otherwise change corporate decisions as passive social and political power can
evolve into active social and political power”(Berry, 2003, p.4). Without information
on if, when, or how petrochemical subsidies are allocated (like this lack of disclosure),
communities’ ability to be active stakeholders is constrained.

5.1.1 Pennsylvania State Subsidy and Tax Abatements Findings for Plastic
Companies
Pennsylvania (PA) has given an estimated ~$1.65 billion dollars to plastic
producers from 2016 to 2021. Over 11 million dollars ( $11,056,233.00) is specifically
identified, and out of that sum, 10 million dollars went to Shell in a cash grant. This is
despite Shell’s annual profits in 2017 reaching $15.76 billion(Bousso, 2018). Most of
these plastic subsidies are the estimated 1.65 billion dollars in tax credits to Shell, but
information transparency is severely lacking on this deal and the final signed law
“contains no annual or cumulative cap on the total value of credits” they can
claim(Good Jobs First, n.d.). PennFuture, a PA think tank, assesses fossil fuel subsidies
for the State. In their 2021 report, they found Pennsylvania provided $3.8 billion in
fossil fuel subsidies in 2019 alone (Persico & Altenburg, 2021). Their research goes
beyond the scope of this project as they include energy, public land leases, coal
production, gasoline, and motor fuel tax exemptions – not just plastic petrochemical
production. A relevant finding from their report though is that “petrochemical
manufacturing has become increasingly prevalent in Pennsylvania due to the high
availability of cheap shale gas” (Persico & Altenburg, 2021, p.47).
In 2014, Mattera et.al ranked PA #20 in transparency in Good Jobs First’ state
subsidy disclosure analysis. In the eight years that have passed, despite the ranking
methodology changing, Pennsylvania decreased in Good Jobs First’s transparency and
disclosure rankings across the board (Tarczynska et al., 2022). Even though
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Pennsylvania has three disclosure sites, there is no disclosure of its biggest program—
the Keystone Opportunity Zones and related programs (Tarczynska et al., 2022).
The bulk of the subsidies is the $1.65 billion dollar tax abatement to Shell. In
2011-12, Shell deployed a tax competition, pitting West Virginia, Ohio, and
Pennsylvania against each other (StateImpact Pennsylvania, n.d.) to see what state
would grant the most subsidies. In 2016, Shell officially announced that they would
open an ethane processing facility, referred to as a “cracker” plant in Beaver County,
Pennsylvania. A cracker facility takes ethane from shale gas and turns it into ethylene,
used in plastics manufacturing. Ultimately, Pennsylvania attracted Shell by granting the
company a fifteen-year tax amnesty window. Tom Corbett, who was PA Governor from
2011-2015 pushed for an additional tax break that will grant Shell a $2.10 tax credit for
every gallon of ethane it purchases from Pennsylvania-based natural gas drillers
(StateImpact Pennsylvania, n.d.). Notably, the Shell plant in Beaver County is in a
Keystone Opportunity Zone (KOZ), the State-run economic development program
without public disclosure. Pennsylvania “changed an existing KOZ boundary to
accommodate Shell’s project, despite the fact that the township never requested that the
boundary be expanded.”(Good Jobs First, n.d.) Every single PA interviewee mentioned
the Shell cracker facility.

5.1.2 Louisiana State Subsidy and Tax Abatements Findings for Plastic
Companies
Louisiana has given $2.1 billion – $2,153,720,873.00 according to the available
information through Good Jobs First’ database – to plastic producers from 2016 to
2021. This includes a $25 million property tax abatement to BASF in 2017, a $74
million property tax abatement in 2017 to Westlake Chemical, and a $1.48 billion
property tax abatement to Sasol in 2016. These are just a few of the immense subsidies
given to plastic companies. In Together Louisiana(2016)’s analysis of all corporate
subsidies (not segmented by industry) across all 50 States, Louisiana gives the highest
per capita subsidies to corporations.
From a transparency and disclosure perspective, Tarczynska et. al (2022) note
that “going from bad to worse,.... Louisiana replaced its 10-year or full-duration
estimate of project-specific tax costs for its Industrial Tax Exemption Program with just
the first-year exemption costs”(p.19). This makes it difficult to understand the full cost
to taxpayers if the State commits to multi-year tax exemptions but only discloses one
year of information. One benefit of Louisiana is that its Quality Jobs program does
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offer the public access to pre-hearing information on subsidy applicants (Tarczynska et.
al 2022). However, the degree of awareness, community outreach and accessibility of
these hearings is unknown.

6. Findings Part Two: Diagnostic Framings and Narratives
6.1 Movement-Wide Diagnostic Framings: Similarities in Both States
To address the problem of public subsidies incentivizing the plastic industry,
one must name the mechanisms that enable it to exist, which is part of diagnostic
framing. This section describes how interviewees understand plastic subsidies in their
states, articulating the diagnostic framing of the EJ anti-plastic movement using a
collective action analysis. The three diagnostic frames that emerged from qualitative
interviews with both LA and PA residents are 1) plastic petrochemical corporations
influencing elected officials through corruption and lobbying, 2) economic
fearmongering and 3) a public lack of awareness and misinformation. Before exploring
these three themes, one master frame contributes to collective action framing for the
movement: moving away from viewing communities disproportionately impacted by
plastic production as victims and towards seeing them as experts.
Benson and Snow (2000) describe how social movements identify the “victims”
of a given injustice and amplify their victimization in collective action framing to
generate collective rebellion. Communities living next to plastic petrochemical facilities
do face disproportionate impacts of the plastic crisis, but they are not just helpless
victims. They are also leaders that know the solutions to address the crisis. This is a
shift from a victimization frame, that may be condescending, to an expert framing.
National interviewee #2 believes that “fully centering impacted communities and the
leadership from them” allows the movement to be “looking at comprehensive solutions,
looking at how these things intersect with these other larger issues, like racial justice”
and labor issues. These communities best know the problems and thus, are best
informed through lived experience to know the solutions.
PA interviewee #5 described not wanting to have "power over” others, “going in
and telling people what to do” but instead seeking opportunities to have “power with
people.” Ultimately, this framing shift to see the victims of the plastic crisis as experts
is in line with EJ methodologies. Community-based participatory research aims “to
deconstruct power and democratize knowledge production by lifting up the experiential
knowledge of community members” (Corburn 2017, 63).
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Plastic Corporations’ Lobbying & Corruption as First Diagnostic Frame
The first major diagnostic frame to explain the subsidies funding the plastic
industry is plastic corporations’ lobbying and corruption. This was mentioned in all
interviews. National interviewee #1 shared it is “very hard to separate a politician and
their position from the dollars that they get from taking certain positions. And that's the
number one thing” to explain plastic subsidies. PA interviewee #1 described “the
majority of our Pennsylvania legislature… are deeply beholden to the oil and gas.”
Sharon Lavigne, a LA interviewee, says elected officials “are selling us out because
they are being bought.” Corporations can donate to a legislator’s re-election or to their
opponent if an incumbent is not cooperative.
Interviewees in both states also refer to illegal corruption and bribery by the
plastic industry. “I've lived and worked in western Pennsylvania, the level of corruption
of our elected officials never ceases to surprise me” states PA interviewee #5. Similarly,
Travis London, a LA interviewee, describes politicians as aware of the economic
hardship their constituents face, but they still are “paying off people and policies and
taking bribes.”
This influence of democracy may occur in different ways in each State. In
Louisiana, anecdotal mentions of corruption are corroborated by Roles & Kay (2019) in
their analysis of the exclusionary 2014 Land Use Plan for St. James Parish. Rolfes &
Kray (2019) point to Blaise Gravois, who chairs the Parish Planning Commission,
despite a 2016 indictment for actions benefiting private industry. Similarly, LA
interviewee #3 shares a memory of an “official in Wallace, Louisiana who was getting
paid if he could displace people so that Formosa, a Taiwanese plastics company could
move in.” This interviewee was referring to Lester Millet who served two prison terms
for extortion. The re-zoning during his tenure as Parish President, that deemed areas
“industrial” instead of “residential,” remains(The Public Lab, 2022).
Interviewees point to legislators funding their political careers through plastic
corporations. “[Plastic corporations] are pouring money into the hands of the few…
that's why you see the politicians’ support while the people suffer.” (PA interviewee #3)
Meanwhile, PA interviewee #5 shares that they think Pennsylvania is among “the worst
campaign finance limitations in the country …. There's really no limit to gift giving.”
Two interviewees share that not all state legislators are supportive of the petrochemical
industry, but these legislators "face a lot of scrutiny, like from labor unions,”(McNaul, a
PA interviewee) because subsidies are usually allocated with the promise of jobs. In
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both Louisiana and Pennsylvania, corporations can give unlimited contributions to
Political Action Committees that support candidates and Pennsylvania allows unlimited
contributions from individuals to State candidates (Ballotpedia, n.d.).
This erosion of democracy by plastic corporations transcends partisanship. Mike
Stout, a PA interviewee, brings up partisan irrelevance: “between the Democrats and
Republicans, there is no difference. None. They both support subsidies and neither of
them will go up against the corporations.” This is visible in PA Governor Wolf’s 2016
statement celebrating Shell’s final decision to proceed with the cracker plant. Wolf
(2016), a Democrat, said: “ I want to congratulate all of those involved, including both
Republican and Democratic officials, and thank Royal Dutch Shell for providing this
unique and exciting economic development opportunity to the people of Western
Pennsylvania.” He lauds his predecessor Tom Corbett, a Republican, who was PA
Governor from 2011-2015. Another LA interviewee voiced similar discontent with both
parties, “you have to deal with who you have in office.” This indicates that corruption
and lobbying are omnipresent throughout both parties and States.
Economic Fearmongering by Plastic Corporations – A Second Diagnostic Frame
The second diagnostic frame is that plastic producers economically threaten
anyone who contradicts their narrative, even while the plastic corporations obfuscate the
lack of jobs and benefits they bring. In Pennsylvania, the Governor’s Office initially
claimed the cracker plant would bring between 10,000 and 20,000 new jobs, from
direct, indirect, and temporary jobs (Jackson, 2012). However, the number of actual
jobs may be “6,000 full-time construction jobs at peak and 600 full-time permanent
positions”(Misner, 2016). Looking at permanent positions, “each job carries with it a
$2.75 million subsidy paid for by” Pennsylvania taxpayers if you consider the entire
$1.65 billion subsidy that is going to Shell (Stonesifer, 2020). Even if you look at the
6,000 construction jobs, that is less than half of the benefit that the State initially
promised to taxpayers – and those jobs are temporary. Compounding these misleading
numbers, PA interviewee #3 thinks “Shell has created a culture of fear in the
region…people who want to speak up about the problems that Shell may introduce into
the region are discounted, disregarded and may find themselves ostracized.”
London, a LA interviewee, explains “a lot of these jobs don't go to people in the
community…. they go and get their workers from somewhere else.” Rolfes and Kray
(2019) quote Rita Cooper, a LA resident, who shared, “If you ride around the parking
lot [of a petrochemical facility] you will see a license plate from every state except
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Louisiana.” Cooper points out the discrepancy between job promises and the reality that
the jobs may go to people from outside of the State. Community members are not
benefiting from the one thing plastic producers promise: jobs.
Interviewees in both PA and LA allude to distributive injustices with jobs as
well. “The plant worker is the first front line when it comes to getting polluted. Before
the community gets polluted, it's the workers.”(London, 2022). Petrochemical workers
are at increased risk for cancers, specifically with exposure to styrene, which is used to
produce plastics (National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, n.d.). If you do
get a job, LA interviewee #4 shares, you are “not lucky enough to actually be promoted.
My parents worked for the [petrochemical] industry for 30 years and did not move up.
Where they started out was basically where they retired.” The jobs may not be created
at all – like the false job numbers issued in PA – and the jobs that are created, do not
offer promotions, but instead expose the workers to increased health risks.
Meanwhile, the workers that are employed by the plastic corporations are
“forced to operate in a state of fear for their livelihood.”(PA interviewee #3). Bullard
(2005) explains that the exploitation of these communities is “a form of economic
blackmail.”(p.42). McNaul (2022) suggests a cyclical feedback loop: “we can advocate
for good-paying union jobs that aren't tied up in the fossil fuel plastics industry. But
those don't really exist in the landscape of Pennsylvania right now. But they don't exist
because the subsidies aren't going there.” This encapsulates the procedural injustices as
there is no pathway for residents to influence subsidy allocation.
Plastic corporations’ fearmongering is related to electoral lobbying &
corruption, but it extends beyond the electoral sphere. PA interviewee #3 explains that
plastic corporations are a “disservice to democracy” because “every time Shell makes a
donation to a nonprofit, they embed into that relationship, the very notion that, if you
speak out against us, we might pull our funding.” Shell proclaims that they donated
$250,000 to Feeding America and an undisclosed donation to the Urban League of
Louisiana, (Shell Global, n.d.). The interviewee illuminates these donations may be
contingent on the recipient’s support of Shell.
Misinformation and Lack of Public Awareness – The 3rd Diagnostic Frame
The third diagnostic frame that emerged in both States is a lack of public
awareness. The connection that plastic is made from fossil fuels and petrochemicals is
not well known and neither is the fact that States subsidize plastic. Below are several
sentiments expanding on this:
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● “A lot of plant workers don't know, and the people don't know the hazards of
plastic pollution, like the cause and effect of what it does to their bodies....when it
comes to plastic pollution and plastic production, or even taxes, a lot of people
don't know” (London, 2022)
● “I think a lot of people around here have no idea that gas is even being used for
plastic.” (PA interviewee #7, 2022)
● “People can't even grasp what you're saying….People are not paying attention to
what's going on. They aren't paying attention to the damage that is happening.” (M.
Stout, 2022)
● “As far as what people think about subsidies given to the plants, I don't think they
get it. I think they think, ‘oh well, but people are getting jobs from it.’...But even if
we were getting out some jobs, health is your first wealth. If you don't have your
health, what does it matter if we had golden streets, right?” (LA interviewee #4,
2022)
Because plastic falls into the larger category of energy and fuel, it is hard for the public
to determine the specific impact of the plastic industry.
Several PA interviewees also mention procedural injustices that contribute to
misinformation and lack of public awareness. One of the permits for the Shell plant
required approval from the three supervisors of Potter Township, which is the
jurisdiction where the Shell cracker plant is located within Beaver County. The rural
township has a small population. PA interviewee #3 complained that this process was
unfair, because “when they were having hearings about the impacts, there was a huge
issue of standing…. There's like 500 people in Potter township but there are tens of
thousands of people throughout the region who are going to be impacted.”
Stonesifer(2018) reported these three town supervisors were “deciding the future of not
just Potter, but of Beaver County and, in some senses, the burgeoning petrochemical
industry in all of Appalachia.” Despite regional community mobilization against the
permit, only public comments of residents technically located within Potter Township
were taken into consideration according to this interviewee, even though the plant
threatens the entire region’s health.
The same interviewee shares that the corporations "tell their narrative in ways
that they decide.” When Shell has a town hall meeting, “you can't raise your hand and
ask a question in the town hall. You have to go to the booth where you talk to
somebody in private about your question.” Then, the corporate facilitators determine
what questions can be asked publicly. “These companies are dependent upon lying to
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propagate a worldview that enables them to exist at all.”(PA interviewee #3) The
procedural injustices anecdotally mentioned here limit whose opinion matters, and limit
what types of questions can be asked, preventing environmental data justice. The public
cannot be well-informed if their ability to ask questions and receive information is
censored
In both states, interviewees point to corruption and lobbying, economic
fearmongering, and lack of awareness of plastic’s impacts and state subsidies for the
industry. As interviews progressed, it became clear that while the diagnostic framing of
the movement has immense overlap, the narrative differs in the two States, Louisiana,
and Pennsylvania. Articulating this differentiation is not divisive nor it is meant to
fragment the movement. Instead, it aims to highlight how the framing of a global and
national movement also adapts to its local context and contributes to how organizers
and researchers conceive collective action framing, embracing this nuance, instead of
disregarding it. How communities frame the plastic crisis is informed by their different
histories; these frames are summarized in Figure 2. The following section discusses
how Pennsylvania and Louisiana’s diagnostic frames differ, by tracing their socioeconomic histories that emerged in interviews.
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Pennsylvania Diagnostic Framings and Socio-Economic History
Several Pennsylvania interviewees reference regional identity associated with
extractive industries. McNaul states there is “a strong identity in the region of being the
industrial center of powering America and powering the Industrial Revolution.” The
Pennsylvania economy has centered on oil, natural gas, coal, and steel since the early
19th century. The State’s Historical Museum lauds the industrial development of natural
resources as essential for Union troops during the US Civil War and notes that Standard
Oil, based in PA, was the world's largest oil refinery in 1870 (Pennsylvania Historical
Museum & Commission, n.d.). The museum depicts oil, coal, steel, and gas production
as a source of pride that powered the country.
Elected officials have tried to transfigure this narrative from coal, steel, and gas
to petrochemicals in the past decade. PA State officials responded to Shell’s
announcement finalizing the plant in Beaver County with acclaim, calling it a “game
changer,” “thrilling” and “an economic renaissance that will reverberate into future
generations.”(Frazier, 2016; Stonesifer, 2016) However, fracking and petrochemical
plastic development are not providing economic stability despite the narrative that
elected officials share. The Ohio River Valley Institute (2021) found that counties
producing fracked gas in Appalachia were behind the national average in job growth
and personal income growth.
The narrative that elected officials have does not consider the negative
externalities of these jobs, especially regarding health. 1 In a local newspaper, a PA
resident stated that there’s an idea that “health has to be sacrificed for jobs,”(Frazier,
2017a). PA interviewee #5 affirms: “people have basically been told that their bodies
are disposable by the coal industry for generations…. So there's really been this
systemic oppression going on that says don't value your health.” Plastic producers rely
on this narrative, which does not acknowledge workers’ health nor exploitation, to build
on the pride from past industrial growth. Martik (2021) from the Center for Coalfield
Justice, a member of the Break Free From Plastic movement, in Pennsylvania, explains:
“part of the fossil fuel industry’s ability to get people to sacrifice their health for
jobs, to get governments to subsidize their activities, comes from the narrative
they spin about their products, and the pride that people feel for being part of
producing something that has shaped the way our whole world has developed.”
1

Carbon Tracker in Persico & Altenburg (2021) finds that the Shell cracker plant will generate
at least $400 million in air pollution externalities each year but that does not include other
negative externalities. This means the ~$1.65 billion subsidies that PA is giving to Shell will
cost Pennsylvania residents even more.
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Martik encapsulates the three main diagnostic frames: corruption and lobbying
influencing democracy, economic fearmongering, and misinformation, but she adds this
facet of pride & identity as a framing mechanism that adds to misinformation,
disguising plastic’s impacts.

Louisiana Diagnostic Framings and Socio-Economic History
The 85-miles between New Orleans and Baton Rouge in Louisiana is called
“Cancer Alley,” with approximately 150 petrochemical plants operating there. While
like Pennsylvania in the sense that its economy was also built from labor exploitation
Louisiana does not have a history of coal mining. Rather, the Louisiana economy relied
on the labor of enslaved Black Americans and African Americans for sugarcane and
cotton cultivation. After the Civil War, many descendants of formerly enslaved people
continued to live and work near the Mississippi River. Simultaneously industrial entities
found oil and started to buy former plantation properties in the early 20th century
(Keehan, 2018). Racialized discrimination economically and otherwise continued, and
the economy pivoted from a plantation economy to a petrochemical economy. This is
visible in the image below, from Auerbach (2021), depicting the location of plantations
in 1858 along the Mississippi River and petrochemical plants in 2021, an almost exact
overlap.

Image 1: “Plantations on the Mississippi River in 1858 and the current locations of petrochemical plants in
2021.” Klara Auerbach in Groner, A. (2021),“Louisiana Chemical Plants Are Thriving Off Of Slavery.” The
Atlantic, https://www.theatlantic.com/culture/archive/2021/05/louisiana-chemical-plants-thriving-offslavery/618769/.
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Louisiana’s socio-economic history of slavery impacts the diagnostic frames
describing why and how the plastic industry receives over two billion dollars from the
State. Corruption, lobbying, economic fearmongering, and misinformation are
compounded by the plastic corporations’ exploitation and erasure of Black
communities’ history and culture. LA interviewee #4 describes,
“Ever since plantations were operating, we've always been on the outside…
treated like we're outsiders, in our own space. We're kicked out whenever
industry wants to come in. Our land is not respected. Our cultural input is not
respected, our bones are not respected.”
This interviewee is referring to the burial grounds of enslaved people that are on the
properties of plastic petrochemical factories. For permitting licenses, petrochemical
corporations are required to hire archaeology firms to investigate potential industrial
development sites for historical properties or objects. According to Forensic
Architecture (2021), petrochemical corporations often hire firms that are amenable to
their needs. The clearest example of this occurred in 2018 when Formosa hired Cox
McLain, an archaeology firm that found no cemeteries or other historical resources
despite community members knowing that there were unmarked graves of enslaved
people. RISE St. James, a community organization combatting the petrochemical
expansion, commissioned a secondary survey resulting in the identification of three
cemeteries on Formosa’s property (Forensic Architecture, 2021).
The blatant erasure of burial sites of enslaved people through Cancer Alley is
not isolated to this example. There are suspected burial sites throughout Cancer Alley
and in 2018, the remains of enslaved people were found at a Shell refinery in Louisiana
(Jones, 2018). The Whitney Plantation Museum in Louisiana, one of the few historical
and cultural sites committed to commemorating the stories of enslaved people is
formerly owned by Formosa Plastics (Schütz & Su, 2021). This demonstrates a pattern
by the plastic corporations that view Black “communities and cultural sites as unworthy
of preservation” and as “a threat to development” (Forensic Architecture, 2021, p.68).
LA interviewee #4 reflects on the name ‘Cancer Alley’:
“We were not always defined by the petrochemical industry. This has been put
on top of us, this industry, much like sugar cane. That was a crop that was
brought here and placed upon our shoulders. A lot of people have suffered
because of it. ….we can no longer define ourselves by these definitions that have
been placed on us, that have enslaved us.”
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Some communities have been forced to leave as plastic companies expand, pressuring
them with buy-out payments that are barely enough to find housing elsewhere, like
Mossville, LA(Rogers, 2015). Communities continue to fight this erasure by the plastic
industry. RISE St. James sued Formosa Plastics for access to the cemetery on their
property and advocates against Formosa’s proposed facility (Center for Constitutional
Rights, 2019).
In 2021, UN human rights experts issued warnings about further development of
the petrochemical industry in Louisiana, denouncing the rampant environmental racism.
Their report warns plastic petrochemical facilities have polluted the surrounding water
and air, and “subjected the mostly African American residents in St. James Parish to
cancer, respiratory diseases, and other health problems”(Achiume et al., 2021). Just one
month after UN experts issued this internationally alarming report, LA Representative
McCormick introduced a bill to declare Louisiana a “fossil fuel sanctuary state,” which
would “bar enforcement of any federal law or regulation that could harm the industry.”
(AP News, 2021) This is the antithesis of what the UN report advises.
While the bill did not make it out of committee, this is the attitude many LA
legislators have, suggesting immense corporate capture through the State and an
intentional racist disregard for their constituents. Unlike Pennsylvania where plastic
production is a phenomenon that has developed since the early 2000s, the plastic
petrochemical entrenchment in Louisiana began in the 1970s. Somehow, LA State
officials still deny that pollution in the region is causing abnormal health effects, despite
having seven out of the ten census tracts with the highest cancer rates nationally in
Louisiana (Keehan, 2018; Patton et al., 2021).
Louisiana is the only subsidy program in the country in which a state body gives
away the tax revenue of local bodies, without the local jurisdiction’s approval (Together
Louisiana, 2016). Plastic subsidies, of over 2 billion dollars from 2016 to 2021, deprive
local governments of funding for schools, healthcare, roads, and other services (Patton
et al., 2021). This is both procedural and distributive injustice, stripping local municipal
officials’ ability to use their constituents’ taxes to provide services – preventing the
local democratic processes, while also incentivizing industries that create
disproportionate health consequences.
Ultimately, the plastic industry contributes to system racism in Louisiana
through cultural erasure, distributive health injustices, and stripping municipalities of
their resources. The next section moves to solutions, asking interviewees how they
would spend the public funding currently going to the plastic corporations.
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7. Findings Part Three: Prognostic and Motivational Framing –
Articulating Community-Led Subsidy Priorities
The diagnostic framings describe the mechanisms that enable plastic production
subsidies, but they do not necessarily catalyze a social movement nor effect change.
This section describes how interviewees want to spend the funding that is going to the
plastic corporations, seeking to articulate prognostic and motivational framing of the
movement. Hershkowitz (2002) writes, “Stopping a bad industrial practice, however
infrequently successful that important act is, does not ipso facto result in a good remedy
taking its place.” (p.28) This is not a normative assessment of how subsidies should be
used. It is descriptive and community-led. Most participants want to subsidize job
creation, renewable energy, and transportation; circular economy and infrastructure are
priorities in both states as well with differing infrastructure priorities.
A social movement’s “prognostic framing activity typically includes refutations
of the logic or efficacy of solutions advocated by opponents as well as a rationale for its
own remedies” (Snow & Benson 2000, 617). Several of the interviewees implicitly did
incorporate this aspect of prognostic framing, anticipating push-back as they shared
their priorities for state subsidy allocation. McNaul wants to “reconcile a way to not be
in favor of building this giant plastics factory while also being pro-labor and projobs….we need [to be] both breaking free from plastic and building resilient local
economies, but also supporting union jobs and living wages and making sure workers
have health care and are earning a decent living.” They are implicitly refuting the “false
choice of “no jobs and no development” versus “risky, low-paying jobs and pollution”
(Bullard & Johnson, 2000, p.574). When asked how they wanted public subsidies spent,
many interviewees responded with job creation or training programs, but job creation
outside of the plastic petrochemical industries.
PA interviewee #3 quotes Wes Jackson in the documentary film, YERT: Your
Environmental Road Trip, “if I were elected president, the first day at the inaugural,
these would be my opening lines: My fellow Americans, we as a people are going to
measure our progress by how independent of the extractive economy we become”
(Evans & Dixon, 2011). Several of the interviewees embraced this sentiment, indicating
they are seeking to switch the measures of success. No longer are pledges of jobs
enough, but rather, job programs need to “be green, sustainable jobs, jobs where
people… can have a 40-hour week and go home to their families and have the hope of
benefits and health care.”(PA interviewee #6) She also wants unions to be “more
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proactive than reactive,” advocating for workers’ rights. Simultaneously, PA
interviewee #7 wants job programs that center “POC[people of color] and poor and
working-class folks.” London, an LA interviewee, wants subsidies to go towards small
businesses and business development coaches to support existing small businesses.
Similarly, PA interviewee #5 shares that raising the minimum wage would translate to
“the energy industry having less sway.”
Most interviewees voiced support for renewable energy for climate crisis
mitigation and as a source of job creation. PA interviewee #7 specifically suggested a
rebranding: maintain the strong PA identity associated with “powering America” but
instead of powering America through steel, coal, fracking, and now plastic, the PA
identity of powering America could be rooted in renewable energy. The movementwide priorities of renewable energy are also supported in the Reimagine Beaver County
(2019) report, a PA community plan of sustainable development that could be a tool to
counter future petrochemical expansion. The report highlights the BlueGreen Alliance,
a coalition of America’s largest labor unions, which supports the solar industry as an
area for job growth (Dixon et al., 2019). Further, PA interviewee #3 suggests that the
skills petrochemical workers have developed through fracking should be re-tooled to
build a geothermal energy industry. PA interviewee #1, who has been advocating for
renewables in her municipality, shared that "the police department likes to show off
their solar roof… So now the firemen want a solar roof." Her municipality invested in
the solar roof for the police department’s building. Municipalities can invest in
community priorities, serving as proof of concept for the State legislature.
On top of job creation, other interviewees view renewable energy as climate
resiliency preparation. LA Interviewee #3 “would love to have that money used for
making microgrids…. instead of giving it to the plastics industry, I'd like solar energy,
because hurricanes are going to keep coming. We're going to have to learn how to live
with them....I would also really like to start looking into wind farms… You can create
so many jobs.” This interviewee emphasizes that energy systems are usually one large
connected regional grid. When a climate disaster, like a hurricane, impacts one part of
the grid, the whole grid may be harmed. This interviewee hopes that renewable energy
microgrids could mitigate damage from future storms.
Two interviewees want public funding to go to “capping the old, abandoned gas
wells. A lot of them don't even show up on maps because they're so old”(PA
interviewee #5). These abandoned wells leak methane, which contributes to the climate
crisis, and hydrogen sulfide, benzene, and arsenic can seep out, contaminating soil, air,
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and groundwater (Turrentine, 2021). A couple of interviewees also mention agriculture,
wanting diverse local farming subsidized as well as community gardens and
composting. Conservation priorities intersect with local agriculture development as
capping mines can begin the soil restoration process, demonstrating that public funding
can be used to incentivize multiple public policy goals.
Another common priority is funding to incentivize circular economy
development. A circular economy is based on sharing, reuse, and repair and several
interviewees mentioned reuse systems. PA interviewee #4 reminisces, “When I was
your age, glass, tin metal, dominated all products. Plastic was always the last resort….
you could take glass bottles and take them back to the store and get a nickel.” To a
German audience, this is not a foreign idea, as the concept of pfand is ingrained.
However, returning glass bottles for reuse is novel in many US states. Subsidies could
start this system, catalyzing a circular economy.
The last common priority is that interviewees want to subsidize public
transportation. LA interviewee #5 shares “Communities have been asking for decades
for a more robust bus system that is electric and a rail system that takes folks from New
Orleans to Baton Rouge and Baton Rouge to other neighboring parishes.” LA
interviewee #1 echoes this sentiment and wants subsidies for public buses “to help
people traveling to different parts of the city and all-around Louisiana … because that
will lower the pollution and carbon emissions.” PA interviewee #2 wants public
transportation because “we need to get cars off the road, but people are only going to do
that if we have these really awesome, reliable systems of public transit.” This is
exemplified by LA interviewee #6 who states subsidies should go to public
transportation because there is “no reason why anybody should have to own a car.” Jobs
with livable wages, renewable energy, circular economy development, and
transportation are the common priorities but Pennsylvania and Louisiana each have their
distinct priorities shared in the next section.

Pennsylvania Community-Identified Priorities for Public Funding &
Subsidies
Pennsylvania interviewees want to subsidize infrastructure improvements,
conservation priorities, and hemp production. Two interviewees brought up a bridge
that collapsed near Pittsburgh in January 2022 as evidence that public infrastructure in
the State is “just crumbling.” (PA interviewee #7). Both interviewees think
infrastructure investments are a better use of public funding than plastic corporations.
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The bridge collapse is “unacceptable and ridiculous… that’s so many jobs right there
for construction” (PA Interviewee #2).
Several interviewees are concerned about water quality. PA interviewee #5
would subsidize water infrastructure because “poor rural communities don't often have
access to clean water for many reasons. But one of the reasons is because their local
government literally cannot afford to build water treatment systems or the piping
infrastructure….” Stout (2022) shared that Pennsylvania water treatment facilities are so
outdated that the State needs “to completely rebuild infrastructure around wastewater
treatment. And until that happens, our rivers are going to continue to be polluted.”
Relatedly, “there's a lot of lead pipes with water lines and a lot of old houses that need
renovating”(PA Interviewee #2). The emphasis on clean, unpolluted water, would begin
to address the distributive injustices and public health. Restoring PA water is a public
health priority, but it also is a mechanism to develop the Ohio River waterfront as a
recreation and tourism attraction (Dixon et al., 2019).
The last economic development priority for PA community members is
industrial hemp. Several PA interviewees advocate for the material as an alternative to
plastic. “Hemp used to be used for all the things that we use fossil fuels for now. Hemp
used to be made for fiber, …it used to be made for making oils and resins. (PA
interviewee #3). Stout says “hemp production holds the most promise for dealing with a
myriad of environmental issues. Hemp is clean. It is durable. … Everything that plastic
is made of, you can use hemp pretty much.” The Reimagine Beaver County report
highlights PA community members’ desire to invest in green chemistry to research and
develop solutions, including mycelium-based packaging materials as well as other
plant-based alternatives like hemp (Dixon et al., 2019). Interviewees in PA are not just
thinking about how subsidies can address their needs, but they are also imagining how
plastic itself can be replaced in the economy.

Louisiana Community-Identified Priorities for Public Funding & Subsidies
"If my community had a say, Louisiana would not be spending $1.5 billion to
attract a foreign polluter. If my community had a say, we would not allow a plastics
producing plant to bulldoze 3.5 square miles of wetlands and sugar cane fields,” says
Lavigne (in Rolfes & Kay 2019). Lavigne is correct as the Louisiana interviewees said
they would rather spend the two billion dollars given to the plastic industry over the last
five years on housing infrastructure, climate reparations, education, entertainment, and
tourism, in addition to the movement-wide priorities already mentioned.
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All LA interviewees mentioned housing & infrastructure upgrades to some
extent and voiced that this would create lots of jobs. LA interviewee #5 states, “It is
imperative that we give folks better housing options and invest in better infrastructure.”
LA interviewee #6 wants energy efficiency upgrades that are “publicly paid for in all
homes so that they can get upgraded to electrification and have improved insulation …
so that we are both reducing people's electricity bills, but also lowering the demand for
energy.” Another interviewee would like public access to high-speed internet as part of
infrastructure upgrades.
Several interviewees choose education to redirect public funding. LA
interviewee #6 “would absolutely advocate for improving local school systems…. I
would like to see a lot more education jobs created that are both better paying and
there's just more of them…. more teachers… more special assistance and special
services and tutors.” Together Louisiana (2016) finds LA’s Industrial Tax Exemptions
(that go to all industries, not just plastic corporations) costs local school districts $587
million per year, while the cost to implement universal Pre-K would be $185 million
per year.
Several LA interviewees bring up reparations. Reparations are one component of
restorative or transitional justice. Reparations have been discussed since the Civil War
in the United States(D. L. Brown, 2021). These reparations would be compensation for
“egregious human rights violations against Black people – including slavery, lynchings,
Jim Crow laws” as well as structural racism, economic and educational discrimination
and racial inequality that continues (Human Rights Watch, n.d.) In 1989, Rep. John
Conyers introduced US House Resolution 40, a federal bill to examine the impacts of
slavery, subsequent racial and economic discriminatory practices, and reparations to
redress these harms. The bill gained new momentum in 2019 when Senator Booker
introduced a companion bill in the Senate (Morin, 2019).
On a global scale, there are calls for climate reparations to be distributed from
the Global North to the Global South for climate mitigation, considering the
disproportionate amount the Global North has contributed to GHG emissions (Bhadani,
2021; Burkett, 2009). Climate reparations could also be distributed domestically to
communities that face disproportionate climate and health impacts from toxic exposure.
While reparations for slavery and reparations for disproportionate climate impacts and
toxin exposure could be distributed to distinct populations, communities of Louisiana
are at the intersection of these exploitative inequities, suffering historically and today.
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Lavigne (2022) shares that she would “focus on giving people the reparations
for their illnesses, for the years that have been taken off their lives.” Funding could be
“focusing on the people that are sick because of this pollution.” She elaborates that
reparations could be “given to some family members of the people that have died
because of industry….I would tell [elected officials] to put that money back into the
community.” Reparations to redress harm are not necessarily financial payments to
individuals; reparations can be collective municipal services, like healthcare clinics, or
collective reparations in the form of land ownership or other resources. LA Interviewee
#3 wants state officials to “think about reparations, maybe not in terms of money, per
se, but, let's give people back the land, and then they can decide what to do with it.”
This sentiment of land stewardship and reparations is reflected by Forensic Architecture
(2021) who partnered with RISE St. James, as well as the Descendants Project:
“The Black descendent community has long voiced demands for accountability
from the petrochemical corporations that occupy their lands. Today, this demand
is building into a broader vision of justice: reparations for centuries of racist
violence, the repair of the environment, jobs that sustain their communities and
their health, a moratorium on industrial development, and agency over how their
land is stewarded.”
The Descendants Project is a civil society group committed to intergenerational healing
from the intersecting histories of enslavement, settler colonialism, and environmental
degradation. In addition to reparations, they highlight that “tourism jobs are a great
alternative to jobs with the petrochemical plants”(Parker, 2022) and could share the
histories of enslaved people, and other Louisiana stories.
Another interviewee would like public funding to go into the media industry,
encouraging films, producers, and storytellers from Louisiana. “So much history and
content is here, so we can take that money and support writers, screenwriters, local
residents here telling their history.” She mentions subsidies could support careers in
archaeology and anthropology. Public subsidies in media, tourism, archaeology, and
anthropology could be mechanisms to preserve the cultural history of Louisiana,
countering the racist historical erasure by decades of industrial development.
Simultaneously subsidizing these fields could be a mechanism to encourage
memorialization and truth-telling, which can contribute to restorative justice, healing,
and a culture of human rights(Naidu-Silverman, 2014). In summary, Louisiana
interviewees want subsidies going to education, infrastructure, and reparations which
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can manifest in diverse ways, to both address past harms and to build a just future.
Subsidy priorities for the movement and each state are summarized in Figure 3.

Discussion and Policy Recommendations
This research is important because it tries to identify the role of sub-national
plastic industry subsidies that contribute to environmental injustices and instead
articulate what communities would prioritize for subsidy allocation. Collective action
framing matters because as an interviewee shared, “the way we talk about things is as
important as the things that we’re talking about.” Articulating the reasons why States
give money to the plastic industry, from a community-informed perspective, is
imperative if those communities want to mobilize to allocate subsidies differently. The
collective action framing analysis shows how a social movement can have similar
diagnostic and prognostic framing while adapting to local circumstances in each State.
Together these results also provide important insights into a new master frame to
collective action framework theory: seeing communities as experts with tangible
solutions stemming from their lived experiences, instead of their continued
victimization.
In 2017, after Shell’s confirmation that they would build the plant in Beaver
County, PA, a Pennsylvania newspaper, profiled Maggie Richards, a Louisiana
environmental justice leader whose advocacy dates to an explosion at a LA Shell
refinery in 1988 (Frazier, 2017b). Richards shares advice for Pennsylvania residents
from her decades of experience, “ The local people need to come together and go to the
table and tell them what they want…You should have input into what is going on,”
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(Frazier, 2017b). This is an anecdotal example of how the EJ movement in different
States builds power with one another, moving into expert roles.
In addition to investments in renewable energy, transportation, circular economy
systems, and state-specific solutions, several macro-policy recommendations emerged
through this research. First and foremost, state subsidy disclosure is paramount.
Taxpayers deserve to know how their elected officials are spending their money.
Transparency of state budgets is still lacking, not just in PA and LA, but across the
United States. However, budget transparency is not enough, as “program transparency
does not by itself equal program accountability.” (Tarczynska et al., 2022, 20).
Communities deserve to know if the promises that corporations make come to fruition,
and what the externalities to corporate development projects are. Relatedly, increasing
the federal minimum wage and making campaign finance laws stricter are two
recommendations from the interviews that could help mitigate the role of the plastic
industry. The macro policy changes to mitigate the plastic industry’s influence on state
economies are visible in Figure 4.

Some interviewees mentioned derivatives of the Green New Deal, from the
Pittsburgh Green New Deal to the Gulf South for a Green New Deal. The Gulf South
for a Green New Deal (2019) reflects much of what interviewees articulated,
incorporating EJ principles by advocating for legislation that is developed in direct
collaboration with communities on the frontlines of climate change and calling for
reparations. Notably, Green New Deal frameworks invoke the 1940s’ New Deal, an
example of the historic power that public funding can have to catalyze successful
systemic change (Boyle et al., 2021). This encapsulates why subsidy allocation is
imperative and how community-visioning can change these processes.
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State budget allocation processes need to embed procedural justice through
participatory processes to address the diagnostics frames identified (lobbying,
corruption, economic fearmongering, and misinformation) that currently lead to billions
of dollars in plastic industry subsidies. Hypothetically, participatory budgeting
processes could enable groups with the most power to dominate the process, but
through process design and outreach, consensus-based decision-making can manifest
differently, incorporating under-recognized communities (Participatory Budgeting
Project, n.d.). Democracy Beyond Elections emphasizes that any procedurally just
process must be accessible to residents regardless of citizenship, socioeconomic class,
profession, disabilities, and those who speak different languages (Johnson & Hamaji,
2021). Participatory budgeting currently exists on a limited scale in several US cities,
including New York, Chicago, and Greensboro. In Chicago, the Participatory Budgeting
Committee holds voting sessions over several days and establishes voting stations in
places that have higher concentrations of historically underrepresented populations so
more people can contribute their opinion (Georgetown Climate Center, 2020).
As another example, Mitchell (2019) investigates community-led recovery
processes after natural disasters in Australia detailing the distinct ways collaborative
decision-making can prioritize community’s needs, rather than top-down processes
where federal agencies allocate funding. Mitchell highlights that communal vision
statements can be pre-existing so that priorities are clear once an opportunity for public
spending and investment emerges. This is like the community visioning projects of
Reimagine Beaver County and Reimagine Appalachia, where civil society organizations
are proactively articulating community economic development priorities. These
examples embody procedural justice in funding allocation and the master frame that
emerged from this research: communities most impacted by a problem know the
solutions to address it.

Conclusion
This research found that Louisiana gave over two billion to the plastic industry
and Pennsylvania gave a known 11 million dollars in grants and an estimated 1.65
billion dollars in tax abatements to plastic producers in the past five years. Interviewees
frame these subsidies as an effect of democratic corruption and lobbying, economic
fearmongering, and misinformation by the plastic corporations as well as a lack of
public awareness about the impacts of the plastic industry and the immense amount of
state subsidies that could be used for residents’ needs instead. These themes compose
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the diagnostic framing in the collective action framework. Interviews highlighted that
communities located where fossil fuel extraction and plastic production occur, are more
than victims of the industry, and instead, are leaders, using their lived experience to
inform solutions and be experts in the Break Free From Plastic movement. This
contributes a new master frame to social movement theory.
Participants want public funding allocated to job creation, renewable energy,
circular economy, transportation, and environmental restoration through abandoned
well capping. In Louisiana, interviewees also prioritized education, housing, climateresilient infrastructure improvements, and reparations. In Pennsylvania, interviewees
prioritized infrastructure, highlighting roads and bridges, as well as industrial hemp
production. Communities most affected by economic development policy should be
incorporated into the planning, processes, and implementation of that policy. At a bare
minimum, communities need advance notice of subsidy allocation decisions, a
mechanism to provide their input, and a process that meaningfully incorporates that
feedback. This process needs to be transparent and accessible to communities of
different abilities, languages, and professions.
Due to scope and constraints, the sample size in each State is small. To have a
more robust understanding of communities’ priorities, more people in each State could
be interviewed. While beyond the scope of this paper, future research should examine
the national differences between Pennsylvania, which is a swing-state in the US
electoral college and Louisiana, which is not. More research is needed to investigate
plastic corporations’ lobbying and their contributions to electoral campaigns in each
State; this likely differs in swing states where partisan control often shifts and where
industry may fund campaigns (of either party) to unseat incumbents hostile to plastic
petrochemical’ goals. Further research is also needed on alternatives to plastic, case
studies on community-based subsidy allocation processes, and the economic
development and diagnostic framing in other States that subsidize the plastic industry.
From 2016 to 2021, at least 20 States allocated subsidies to 24 different plastic
companies. Community-based interviews to determine public priorities of subsidy
allocation could be done in every state to articulate prognostic and motivational framing
to address the plastic crisis. Other states were considered for cases, especially Texas,
New York, and California as plastic subsidies are not just a phenomenon in Democrat
nor Republican states, nor are they a phenomenon isolated to one region of the country.
Even states without petrochemical facilities or fossil fuel extraction at times allocate
public funding to the plastic industry for R&D or to attract their corporate office bases.
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Ultimately, per capita, Americans use “dozens of times more plastic per capita
than Indians, five times more than Indonesians, and nearly three times as much as
Chinese.”(Ritchie & Roser, 2018). But this doesn’t mean that Americans (or individual
consumers anywhere else in the globe) should be held responsible for the plastic crisis.
American legislators and plastic corporations need to be held responsible for enabling
and incentivizing plastic production. LA interviewee #6 shared how imperative it is to
“help people understand …individual consumer choices will not solve this problem, …
We have to solve this through civic engagement, …, making sure that our government
understands what our position is on this problem and how they fix it at a national level
and international level.” The next two years will be paramount to addressing the plastics
crisis as that is the timeline outlined in the 2022 UNEA resolution to negotiate a global
plastics treaty. This is an opportunity to advance analogous domestic legislation,
tackling both the upstream and downstream impacts of the plastic crisis while
advocating for subsidy reform and community budgeting processes to realize
environmental justice. Communities on the frontlines of the plastic crisis are sharing
their demands and solutions. It’s past time policymakers listen.
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Appendix
Table 1: Companies Listed on The Minderoo Foundation’s Top 100 Global Plastic Makers
(2021)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ExxonMobil
Sinopec
Dow
Indorama Ventures
Saudi Aramco
PetroChina
LyondellBasell
Reliance Industries
Braskem
Alpek SA de CV
Borealis
Lotte Chemical
INEOS
Total
Jiangsu Hailun
Petrochemical
Far Eastern New Century
Formosa Plastics
Corporation
China Energy Investment
Group
PTT
China Resources
Nova Chemicals
Corporation
Siam Cement Group
Phillips 66
Zhejiang Wankai
Sumitomo Chemical
Jiangyin Chengxing
Industrial Group
Chevron Corporation
Hanwha Chemical
China Coal
Rongsheng Group
Mitsubishi Chemical
Corporation
SIBUR
Abu Dhabi National Oil
GAIL India

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LG Chem
Westlake Chemical Corporation
Mitsui Chemicals
Sasol
Zhejiang Hengyi Group
Eni
Yanchang Group
Repsol
Indian Oil Corporation
Nan Ya Plastics Coporation
SK Innovation Co
Oil and Natural Gas Corporation
Octal
JBF Industries
MOL Hungarian Oil and Gas
Bakhtar Petrochemical
Shell
Neo Group
Haldia Petrochemicals Ltd
China National Offshore Oil
Corporation
Tasnee
Eastern Petrochemical Company
Qatar Petroleum
Shinkong
Sahara International
Petrochemical
Formosa Chemicals & Fibre
Corporation
Korea Petrochemical Industrial
Gatron Industries
Equate Petrochemical Company
Baofeng
National Petrochemical
Company (Saudi Arabia)
PT Chandra Asri Petrochemical
PKN Orlen

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dhunseri Petrochem
Bazan Group
Daelim Group
KAP Industrial Holdings
Petroleos Mexicanos
Pucheng Clean Energy
Qatar Petrochemical
Company
TK Chemical
Saudi Kayan
Oriental Energy
Jam Petrochemical
Company
Nizhnekamskneftekhim
Prime Polymer
Yansab
Petronas
Amir Kabir
Petrochemical Company
State Oil Company of
Azerbaijan Republic
Henan Coal Chemical
Industry Group
Fude Energy
USI Group
Ecopetrol
Idemitsu Kosan
Kazanorgsintez
HPCL-Mittal Energy Ltd
Pan Asia PET Resin
Koksan
Novapet
Xingxing
Sanyuan
North Huajin
Shahid Tondgooian
Petrochemical
Dragon Special Resin
Advanced Petrochemical
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Table 2: Companies Listed as Partners in “America’s Plastic Makers,” a plastic industry
lobbying initiative of the American Chemistry Council.
AmSty
BasF
Celanese
Chevron Phillips Chemical
Covestro
Dow
Dupont
Eastman
ExxonMobil

Ineos Styrolution
LanXess
Lyondellbasell
Nova Chemicals
Oxychem
SABIC
Shell
Trinseo

Information from January 2022: https://www.plasticmakers.org/about/

Table 3: Plastic Companies & the States from which they have received subsidies between
2016–2021 according to Good Jobs First’ State Subsidy Tracker
Company Name

States that Allocated Subsidies to the Plastic Company
from 2016 – 2021

BasF

Louisiana, North Carolina, New York

Borealis

Alaska

Braskem

Pennsylvania, West Virginia

Celanese

Kentucky, North Carolina

Chevron Corporation

Colorado

Covestro

Pennsylvania

Dow

California, Indiana, Iowa, Louisiana, North Carolina, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee

Dupont

Iowa, Delaware, North Carolina, Indiana, Oregon, Maine, Tennessee,

Eastman

Tennessee, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Maryland

ExxonMobil

Louisiana

Indorama Ventures

Louisiana

INEOS

Louisiana

LanXess

North Carolina

Lotte Chemical

Louisiana

LyondellBasell

Louisiana

Mitsubishi Chemical
Corporation

Tennessee, Kentucky, Maine, Washington, Arizona, Colorado, Maine,
Washington, Pennsylvania, Indiana, Louisiana, Oregon
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Nova Chemicals
Corporation

Louisiana, Pennsylvania

Phillips 66

Louisiana

Reliance Industries

North Carolina

Repsol

Alaska

SABIC

Indiana, Pennsylvania

Sasol

Louisiana

Shell

Louisiana, Pennsylvania, Washington

Total

Oregon, Washington, Virginia

Westlake Chemical
Corporation

Louisiana, Kentucky, Washington, California

Table 4: States that Allocated Subsidies to the Plastic Industry
States Allocated Subsidies to Plastic
States Allocated Subsidies to Plastic
Industry Between 2016-2021
Industry Between 2011-2021
Alaska
Alabama
Arizona
Alaska
California
Arizona
Colorado
California
Delaware
Colorado
Indiana
Delaware
Iowa
Illinois
Kentucky
Indiana
Louisiana
Iowa
Maine
Kentucky
Maryland
Louisiana
Michigan
Maine
Nebraska
Maryland
New York
Michigan
North Carolina
Mississippi
Oregon
Montana
Pennsylvania
New Mexico
Tennessee
New York
Virginia
North Carolina
Washington
Ohio
Virginia
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
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Jemez Principles for Democratic Organizing (1996)

Jemez Principles for Democratic Organizing

Meeting hosted by Southwest Network for Environmental and Economic Justice (SNEEJ), Jemez, New Mexico, Dec. 1996

Activists meet on Globalization
On December 6-8, 1996, forty people of color and
European-American representatives met in Jemez,
New Mexico, for the “Working Group Meeting
on Globalization and Trade.” The Jemez meeting
was hosted by the Southwest Network for
Environmental and Economic Justice with the
intention of hammering out common
understandings between participants from
different cultures, politics and organizations. The
following “Jemez Principles” for democratic
organizing were adopted by the participants.
#1 Be Inclusive
If we hope to achieve just societies that include all
people in decision-making and assure that all
people have an equitable share of the wealth and
the work of this world, then we must work to
build that kind of inclusiveness into our own
movement in order to develop alternative policies
and institutions to the treaties policies under neoliberalism.
This requires more than tokenism, it cannot be
achieved without diversity at the planning table, in
staffing, and in coordination. It may delay
achievement of other important goals, it will
require discussion, hard work, patience, and
advance planning. It may involve conflict, but
through this conflict, we can learn better ways of
working together. It’s about building alternative
institutions, movement building, and not
compromising out in order to be accepted into the
anti-globalization club.
#2 Emphasis on Bottom-Up Organizing
To succeed, it is important to reach out into new
constituencies, and to reach within all levels of
leadership and membership base of the
organizations that are already involved in our
networks. We must be continually building and
strengthening a base which provides our
credibility, our strategies, mobilizations, leadership
development, and the energy for the work we
must do daily.

#3 Let People Speak for Themselves
We must be sure that relevant voices of people
directly affected are heard. Ways must be provided
for spokespersons to represent and be responsible to
the affected constituencies. It is important for
organizations to clarify their roles, and who they
represent, and to assure accountability within our
structures.
#4 Work Together In Solidarity and Mutuality
Groups working on similar issues with compatible
visions should consciously act in solidarity, mutuality
and support each other’s work. In the long run, a
more significant step is to incorporate the goals and
values of other groups with your own work, in order
to build strong relationships. For instance, in the long
run, it is more important that labor unions and
community economic development projects include
the issue of environmental sustainability in their own
strategies, rather than just lending support to the
environmental organizations. So communications,
strategies and resource sharing is critical, to help us
see our connections and build on these.
#5 Build Just Relationships Among Ourselves
We need to treat each other with justice and respect,
both on an individual and an organizational level, in
this country and across borders. Defining and
developing “just relationships” will be a process that
won’t happen overnight. It must include clarity about
decision-making, sharing strategies, and resource
distribution. There are clearly many skills necessary to
succeed, and we need to determine the ways for those
with different skills to coordinate and be accountable
to one another.
#6 Commitment to Self-Transformation
As we change societies, we must change from
operating on the mode of individualism to
community-centeredness. We must “walk our talk.”
We must be the values that we say we’re struggling
for and we must be justice, be peace, be community.

This and other environmental justice documents can be downloaded from: www.ejnet.org/ej/
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The Principles of Environmental Justice (EJ) (1991)
WE, THE PEOPLE OF COLOR, gathered together at this multinational People of Color Environmental Leadership
Summit, to begin to build a national and international movement of all peoples of color to fight the destruction and taking of
our lands and communities, do hereby re-establish our spiritual interdependence to the sacredness of our Mother Earth; to
respect and celebrate each of our cultures, languages and beliefs about the natural world and our roles in healing ourselves; to
ensure environmental justice; to promote economic alternatives which would contribute to the development of
environmentally safe livelihoods; and, to secure our political, economic and cultural liberation that has been denied for over
500 years of colonization and oppression, resulting in the poisoning of our communities and land and the genocide of our
peoples, do affirm and adopt these Principles of Environmental Justice:

The Principles of Environmental Justice (EJ)
1) Environmental Justice affirms the sacredness of
Mother Earth, ecological unity and the interdependence of
all species, and the right to be free from ecological
destruction.

10) Environmental Justice considers governmental acts
of environmental injustice a violation of international law,
the Universal Declaration On Human Rights, and the
United Nations Convention on Genocide.

2) Environmental Justice demands that public policy be
based on mutual respect and justice for all peoples, free
from any form of discrimination or bias.

11) Environmental Justice must recognize a special legal
and natural relationship of Native Peoples to the U.S.
government through treaties, agreements, compacts, and
covenants affirming sovereignty and self-determination.

3) Environmental Justice mandates the right to ethical,
balanced and responsible uses of land and renewable
resources in the interest of a sustainable planet for humans
and other living things.
4) Environmental Justice calls for universal protection
from nuclear testing, extraction, production and disposal
of toxic/hazardous wastes and poisons and nuclear testing
that threaten the fundamental right to clean air, land,
water, and food.
5) Environmental Justice affirms the fundamental right
to political, economic, cultural and environmental selfdetermination of all peoples.
6) Environmental Justice demands the cessation of the
production of all toxins, hazardous wastes, and radioactive
materials, and that all past and current producers be held
strictly accountable to the people for detoxification and
the containment at the point of production.
7) Environmental Justice demands the right to
participate as equal partners at every level of decisionmaking, including needs assessment, planning,
implementation, enforcement and evaluation.

12) Environmental Justice affirms the need for urban
and rural ecological policies to clean up and rebuild our
cities and rural areas in balance with nature, honoring the
cultural integrity of all our communities, and provided fair
access for all to the full range of resources.
13) Environmental Justice calls for the strict
enforcement of principles of informed consent, and a halt
to the testing of experimental reproductive and medical
procedures and vaccinations on people of color.
14) Environmental Justice opposes the destructive
operations of multi-national corporations.
15) Environmental Justice opposes military occupation,
repression and exploitation of lands, peoples and cultures,
and other life forms.
16) Environmental Justice calls for the education of
present and future generations which emphasizes social
and environmental issues, based on our experience and an
appreciation of our diverse cultural perspectives.

8) Environmental Justice affirms the right of all workers
to a safe and healthy work environment without being
forced to choose between an unsafe livelihood and
unemployment. It also affirms the right of those who work
at home to be free from environmental hazards.

17) Environmental Justice requires that we, as
individuals, make personal and consumer choices to
consume as little of Mother Earth's resources and to
produce as little waste as possible; and make the
conscious decision to challenge and reprioritize our
lifestyles to ensure the health of the natural world for
present and future generations.

9) Environmental Justice protects the right of victims of
environmental injustice to receive full compensation and
reparations for damages as well as quality health care.

More info on environmental justice and
environmental racism can be found online at
www.ejnet.org/ej/

Delegates to the First National People of Color Environmental Leadership Summit held on October 24-27, 1991, in
Washington DC, drafted and adopted these 17 principles of Environmental Justice. Since then, the Principles have served
as a defining document for the growing grassroots movement for environmental justice.
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Table 5: PA 2016-2021 Plastic
Industry Subsidies
Data is not available for the Shell ~1.65
billion subsidy, which will come in the
form of tax abatements and tax credits
and the Shell plant in Beaver, County is
expected to begin operating in 2022.
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Table 6: LA 2016-2021 Plastic Industry Subsidies
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Table 8
Continued:
LA 2016-2021
Plastic Industry
Subsidies
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